A Resource for Comparative Grass Genomics

Gramene Objectives
Develop a database and tools to store, visualize and
analyze data on genetics, genomics, proteomics, and
biochemistry of grass plants.
Provide a bird’s eye view of the grass genomes and their
organization.
Work with the research community to provide basic
information on maps, markers, sequences, genes, gene
products, mutants, QTL and literature of the major
crop grasses.
Develop controlled vocabularies (ontologies) in
collaboration with the Gene Ontology and Plant Ontology
consortia to describe gene function, gene expression
and phenotypic variation .
Develop bioinformatic community resources for gene
discovery in plants.

Gramene datasets
Genomes: Browse and search genes, markers, expressed
sequences, etc. on the Rice-Japonica, Maize and
Arabidopsis genomes, as well as sequences from,
sorghum, barley and wheat and other cereals mapped on
rice; Link to maps and ontologies databases.
BLAST: Search for sequence similarity matches; select
the best target sequence database and alignment
parameters for your search.
Maps: Search and view mapped genes, markers, QTL and
clones using various types of maps (including genetic,
physical and sequence); Compare maps; Examine genetic
co-linearity between species.
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Markers: Find a marker based upon name, type or
species; View it’s detail; Link to the maps, literature and
ontologies databases.
Proteins: Find a protein and it’s sequence; Determine
it’s cellular location and function; Explore protein
families; Link to ontologies and literature databases.
Genes: Learn about genes and alleles associated with
important phenotypes and functions; Link to literature,
ontologies, maps and genomes databases.
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Useful Gramene Links
How to use Gramene: Tutorials, FAQs
www.gramene.org/workshop_tutorial.html
Site map: Guide to website and databases
www.gramene.org/sitemap.html
Mailing List: Join our mailing list
www.gramene.org/mailarch/

QTL: Find qualitative trait locus (QTL) from major
cereal crops associated with traits; Link to maps.
Ontologies: Find keywords for plant structure, growth
stages, traits, function, process, cellular component,
environment and taxonomy; Link to genes, QTL, maps
and proteins.
Literature: Find articles about genes, proteins, QTL,
markers, or ontologies; Link to publication sources and
Gramene’s maps, genes, QTL, proteins and markers
databases.
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For more detail on Gramene datasets
see brochure back cover.
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About Gramene and its personnel

Gramene software and data
installation information.

Access resources on
cereal genetics, including
Gramene’s Species pages.

Access help documents,
FAQ’s tutorials, glossary
and mail archives.

Use the
“Feedback” button
for questions or
suggestions. We
would like to hear
from you.

Search all or a single
Gramene database
from the top of any
page.

